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Chances Choices Changes Death ~
A Caroline Hargrove Hamilton Mystery

A suspenseful read that kept me intrigued.
Diana L., Midwest, USA
I chose this book as I like mystery reads and I grew up on a ranch so I was getting two of my
favorite things in one book. I definitely wasn’t disappointed.
I enjoyed the mystery—there was plenty of guessing going on in the back of my mind as I read.
The horse-related background was well written and it was evident the author is an experienced
horsewoman or did a lot of research. The ranch theme really added a nice layer to the mystery
.
I wasn’t sure if I liked Dora or not when she appeared in the story. I thought Danny was rather
immature regarding a couple of things that he did. I think this is why I enjoyed this story—the
characters weren’t perfect people. The author showed their flaws and made them real.
This is a nicely written story with a great flow.

I highly recommend Chances Choices Changes Death.
Wilson R., Pacific Northwest, USA
I liked this mystery a lot. It is mainly told in first person by Caroline and the author sets the stage
very nicely in the beginning of the read.
One of the characters (Danny) is suddenly confronted by another (Myra) who is insisting Danny
is the father of her child. Myra then carries her rant on to others even insisting Danny should be
fired from his job. Before the dust can settle on either matter, Myra is found dead. This is when
the story really picks up.
This is a solid whodunit with plenty of twists and turns. I had to chuckle when I read about the
“Redneck Security System”. While the focus was the mystery the author did a great job building
the characters and there was good character interaction throughout.
I definitely would recommend this book.

Amazing author.
Kohearn
As one who likes a good mystery, I came across this book while perusing Kindle choices. Within
fifteen minutes of beginning I checked to see if the author had written additional books and was
pleased to find one more mystery which is now on my reading list.
Author Connie Knight weaves a solid mystery. Caroline Hargrove, our main character, tells the
story in first person with plenty of tidbits and clues cleverly dropped along the way. The story
then switches over to Danny and the author does the transitions back and forth between the
characters smoothly so the story doesn’t lag. The characters are well-developed and there is a
steadily building mystery that keeps you guessing. There were a couple of times I caught myself
holding my breath when unexpected things occurred. I liked the level of suspense that the
author built into this story.

